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Groundwater Flow in a Compressible Unconfined Aquifer
With Uniform Circular Recharge
VITALY

ZLOTNIK

Department of Geology, University of Nebraska, Lincoln
GLENN LEDDER
Department of Mathematics, University of Nebraska, Lincoln
The distributions of the hydraulic head and velocity componentsof the transient groundwater flow
in an unconfinedcompressibleaquifer of finite thicknessunder constant uniform circular recharge are
obtained from the linearized mathematical model by the use of integral transforms. The result
generalizes Dagan's (1967) solution which was derived by neglectingthe compressibility. By treating
the compressibility parameter as a small value, the formula for the hydraulic head is analyzed by
asymptotic methods, resultingin approximationsto the exact solutionsfor the head and velocities on
small and large time scales.The hydraulic head and flow velocities can be accurately approximated by
Dagan's formula for large times; for small times, neglectingthe compressibilitygives a large relative
error but small absolute error.

1.

INTRODUCTION

The interaction between groundwaterflow systems,water
supply wells, and natural or artificial groundwater recharge
creates a complex velocity flow field in aquifers. This
velocity field can be represented as a result of the interaction
of vertical line sinks (wells) and horizontal areal sources
(recharge). The flow is three dimensional rather than two
dimensional and is transient rather than steady. Thus, to
study contaminant transport below the water table, a threedimensionalunsteady model is necessaryto delineate major
contaminantpathways.
The role of groundwater flow modeling is to provide an
estimate of the flow velocities. Head predictionsare of little
interest. Velocity estimates, however, are usually based on
hydraulic head differences and therefore are much more
sensitiveto numerical modelingerrors than are estimatesof
the hydraulic head alone. Satisfactory predictions of transport often require that the velocity field be calculated on a
fine spatial grid. Therefore analytical solutions have some
advantage over numerical procedures. Unfortunately, such
solutions are not often available for cases of practical
importance [National Research Council, 1990].
In this paper we consider the flow induced in an unconfined compressibleaquifer of finite depth by an areal source
(a source of finite horizontal extent), as illustrated in Figure
1. Such sources represent groundwater recharge for the
problems of transport of agricultural fertilizers [Dillon,
1989], oil spills from undergroundstoragetanks [Levy et al.,
1990], and leachates from landfills [Ostendorfet al., 1989]. In
the near field of the contamination source the velocity field is
predominantly vertical, as contaminants are submergedinto
deeper layers of an unconfined aquifer; farther from the
source, the velocity direction changessharplyfrom predominantly vertical to predominantly horizontal [Hunt, 1971].
Experimental results confirm the Dupuit assumptionfor
Copyright 1992 by the American GeophysicalUnion.
Paper number 92WR00462.
0043-1397/92/92WR-00462505.00

the elevation of the groundwater mound under a source area
[Hantush, 1967], provided the rise of the water table relative
to the initial saturated thickness of the aquifer is as high as

50%.•h]s assumption
is frequently
usedin engineering
practice when the shape and volumetric characteristics of
the groundwater mound are of interest [Morel-Seytoux et al.,
1990]. However, this approach does not provide realistic
estimates for groundwater flow velocities. As far as we
know, the only analytical three-dimensional solution available is that obtained for an unconfined incompressibleaquifer with areal circular recharge IDagan, 1967]. That analysis
does not present the velocity distribution. The solution was
derived under the following assumptions:(1) that the ratio of
recharge(I) to hydraulic conductivity(Kv) is a smallparameter and (2) that the specific yield of the aquifer is not
appreciably changed by the recharge. The problem was

linearized using I/Kv as a small parameter. Green's functions were then used to obtain the solution for the hydraulic
head.

To analyze the influenceof the smallparameterI/Kv and
the applicability of the linearized solution for the full nonlinear problem, Lennon et al. [1979] applied the numerical
boundary integral method. The numerical simulation showed
that the linearized, incompressible, constant-specific-yield
solutionunderpredictsthe groundwater mound rise for large
times in aquifers with thicknessesless than 2-10 times the
recharge radius if the small parameter approachesthe value
0.2. However, there was no analysis about the influence of
compressibilityof the unconfined aquifer or the influence of
flow in the unsaturated zone on the development of water
mounds.

The effect of compressibility for flow caused by a well
(vertical line sink) has been shown to be significantfor very
early stagesof pumping, causingdelayed responseof drawdown in an unconfined aquifer INcurnan, 1974, 1979].
"Dagan's method does not take into account the phenomenon of delayed gravity response,and therefore it is limited in
its application to relatively large distancesfrom the pumping
well and to sutficiently large values of time, at which the
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velocity vector can then be obtained as the gradient of the
hydraulic head. The model will be solved exactly, but the
solutionis somewhatcomplicated. We then derive approximate solutions

on two different

time scales from the exact

solutionand use the method of matched asymptoticexpansions (see, for example, Murdock [1991]) to obtain an
approximatesolutionvalid for all time. This uniform approximation can be usedin place of the exact solutionto provide
numerical estimateswithout sacrificingaccuracy.

,
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Problem for the Hydraulic Head
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of groundwaterrecharge in an unconfined aquifer of finite thickness.

effect of elastic storage is very small" [Neuman, 1975,
p. 329].
In this paper we consider the effect of compressibilityon

We consideran unconfinedaquifer of infinite lateral extent
and finite thicknessthat rests on an impermeablehorizontal
layer (Figure 1). The aquifer material is uniform and anisotropic, the principal conductivitiesbeing orientedparallel to
the coordinate axes. The aquifer is recharged by a uniform
circular source that is turned on at time zero. We neglect
variations of specific yield. Within the limits of first-order
linearized theory, the problem may be written as

1O(O•) O--•
02•satO•

flow induced by areal recharge. We obtain the general
Kn r•
solution for the compressible case and so determine the
effect of compressibility by comparing the compressible
solution to that obtained by Dagan. We are thus able to
discussthe error made by using the incompressiblesolution
to approximate the solution in the compressiblecase.
lim g(?,r, t• = 0
According to Kroszinskyand Dagan [1975] and Brutsaert r-•
o•

?

saturated

zone in this work.

zone would be outside the

scope of the linearized theory.
In the problem discussedin this paper there are two small
parameters that must be considered. The ratio of specific
rechargeto conductivity will be taken to be small throughout
the following analysis, so that the effect of the other paramthe framework

-- (0, r, t3 = 0

t>0

-- (?, 0, t• = 0

OF

OZ

(2)

(r,O,t-)+

PROBLEM STATEMENT

We begin by writing down and solvingthe problem for the
increase of hydraulic head over the initial level in an unconfined aquifer under a circular source of recharge. The

O,t-)=
H(x) = 1
H(x) = 0

•(?, Z, O) = 0

of the linearized

theory. The ratio of storativity to specific yield (•r) will be
used as a small parameter to obtain useful approximations.
Under the assumptionsof the linearized theory we obtain
an analytical three-dimensional solution for the hydraulic
head and spatial flow velocity componentsin an unconfined,
compressible,homogeneous,anisotropic aquifer under the
influence of low-intensity groundwater recharge by a constant sourceuniformly distributedover a finite circular region.
The resultsappear in the form of definiteintegrals,which we
evaluatenumerically.We also obtain an approximatesolution
for the compressiblecaseby asymptoticexpansionof the exact
solutionfollowed by asymptoticmatching.The resultingapproximationis virtually indistinguishablefrom the exact solution but has a simplerform and is thereforeof great value in
obtainingan analytic comparisonof the incompressibleand
compressiblesolutions.Further analysisyieldssimpleapproximate quantitativestatementsof the long-termeffect of compressibility on the hydraulic head and spatial flow velocity
componentsfor all near-field locations.
2.

O<Z<I

(1)

A model which could address

of the unsaturated

eter can be studied within

= S '•_

?>0

and EI-Kadi [1984], the unsaturated zone above the water
table has little quantitative effect on drawdown in the case of
an aquifer with coarse soil structure. We consider only the
the influence

+ Kv

r)

(3)

x -> 0
x< 0
(4)

where g is the increase of hydraulic head over the initial
value; ?, Z, and t are the radius, height above the bottom,
and time; R is the radius of the circular source; b is the initial

saturated thickness of the aquifer; K n and Kv are the
horizontal and vertical saturated hydraulic conductivities;

$s is the specific
(elastic)storage;Sy is the specific
yield;I
is the net specific recharge at the water table; and H is the
unit step function. (See Dagan [ 1967] and Neuman [ 1974]for
the derivation of the model.) The rechargerate is taken to be
steady for mathematical simplicity; the final results can be
generalized for time-dependent recharge using the convolution theorem [$neddon, 1972]. The bars are used to denote

dimensionalvariablesand parametersthat will be replacedin
the model by their dimensionlesscounterparts.
The equations are made dimensionless by introducing
dimensionlessvariables that are scaled so as to simplify the
equations and reduce the number of parameters in the

problemfromsix(R, b, K•, Kv, Ss, Sy) to two.Thesenew
parameters represent the ratio of recharge area radius to
aquifer depth and the compressibility (the ratio of specific
elastic storageto specificyield) and are defined by

b

Sy

(5)
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To put the problem in dimensionlessform, we chooseb as
the reference quantity for Z. Then to balance the spatial
derivatives in the partial differential equation, we choose
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section3 we present the exact solutionusingthe notation of
the small time scale. In section4 we present approximations
valid on each time scale and a uniform approximationvalid

b(Kn/Kv)l/•-asthereference
quantity
for ?. Thereferencefor

all time.

quantity for g is chosento be Ib/Kv to balance the source
term and the vertical gradient term of (3). There are two Velocity Field
choicesfor the time scale, dependingon whether we balance
Once the increase of hydraulic head has been determined,
the time derivative in the partial differential equation (1) or
the
velocity field on any time scale can be obtained from the
the time derivative in the recharge boundary condition (3).
increase
of hydraulic head by
The first case gives the small time scale

ts= Ssb2/Kv

(6)

Vz = IV z

Vz =

while the secondcase gives the large time scale

t! = Syb/Kv

(7)

Vr = I

Vr

Vr =

Note that thesescalesare relatedby the equationtr = ts/tt.
With these scales in mind, we define dimensionlessvariables
by

z b

r=b

t=-tl

r = ts -

(8)

•

(19)

Or

Note that the vertical velocity at the surface is approximately equal to the vertical velocity at the initial position of
the water table (z = 1) [Dagan, 1967]. It can be obtained
from the boundary condition (12) or (16) rather than by
calculating the derivative directly from the solution s(r, z, t)
ors(r,

s(r, z, t)= (K•/Ib) s-It(r), g(z), •-(t)]

(18)

Oz

z, r).

(9)

s(r, z, r)= (K•,/Ib) s--[?(r),
Z(z), F(r)]

3.

EXACT SOLUTION

Depending on the choice of time scale, s may be considered Increase of Hydraulic Head
as a function of (r, z, t) or (r, z, r). The problem will look
Applying Hankel and Laplace transformsto the small time
different on the two time scales.
scale
version of the problem (14)-(17) yields the solution
In terms of the new variables the problem takes the form

r Or

r

+

0-•

= tr --

(10)

Ot

s=2trR••
Jo(yr)Jl(yR)
Z tOn(y,
z,r)dy

(20)

n=0

r>0

0<z<l

Os

lim s(r, z, t) = O

•

r-->•

t>0

where

Os

(0 z, t) = O

Or '

-- (r, O, t) = O

OZ

(11)
Os

ton(Y,
z, r) = •n(Y)Xn(Y,
Z)(1-- e-r(y2+
Yn2))(22)
n>0

Os

-- (r, 1 t) +

0z

too(Y,
z, r)= •o(Y)Xo(Y,
z)(1-e -r(y2-Yø2))(21)

'

(r, 1 t) = H(R - r)

•7

(12)

'

s(r, z, 0) = 0

(13)

2

•o(Y) =

(y2_ yo2)[yo2(1
+ tr) + y2_ tr-l(y2 _ yo2)2]

on the large time scale. On the small time scalethe problem
takes the form

Xo(y, z)=

10( 0•_rSrS
) 02s
Os

r Or

r

q-

Oz2

r>0

0<z<l

cosh ¾o

(14)

Or

2

•n(Y) =

r>0

(23)

cosh (yoZ)

(y2+ yn2)[.yn2(1
+ tr)- y2+ tr-l(y2 + yn2)2]

lim s(r, z, r) = 0
(15)

Os

Os

Os

• (0 z, r) = O
Or '

-- (r, O, r) = O
OZ

Os

(16)

s(r, z, 0) = 0

(17)

Or

'

COS('YnZ)

(24)

n> O

COS ¾n

and the quantitiesYn(Y) are given implicitly by

• (r, 1, r) + a-l m (r, 1 r) = H(R - r)
OZ

Xn(Y, Z) =

tr'yosinh'Yo- (y2_ ¾02)
cosh'Yo= 0

(25)

0< yo<y

No approximationshave been used at this stage, so (10)-(13)
and (14)-(17) are different versionsof the exact problem. In

O"Yn
sinYnq-(y2+ yn
2)cosYn= 0
(n - 1/2)•r < ¾n< n•r

(26)
n> 0
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4.

Details of the computationappear in the appendix.The solution presentedhere is valid for all time and for all valuesof

ASYMPTOTIC SOLUTION FOR o' << 1

Under the assumptionrr << 1, asymptotic approximations
to the solution of the problem for the increase of hydraulic
Vertical and Radial Velocities
headcan be obtainedas seriesin increasingpowersof rr. The
problems given by (10)-(13) and by (14)-(17) will give
Combining the exact solution for the hydraulic head with
different asymptotic approximations because of differences
(19) and (18) gives the exact solutions for the dimensionless
in the way rr appearsin the equations. An approximation
velocities:
valid on the largetime scale(tt) is calledthe outer expansion
and can be obtainedfrom the problem (10)-(13) by assuming
a solutionas a power seriesin rr, or it can be obtainedfrom
(27)
the exact solutionby performing an asymptoticexpansionof
n=0
the solution for rr << 1 with t constant. An approximation
valid on the small time scale (ts) is called the inner expansion and can be obtained from the problem (14)-(17) by
(28)
assuminga solution as a power series in rr, or it can be
n=0
obtained from the exact solution by asymptotic expansion
where
with r constant.A uniformly valid approximate solutioncan
be obtainedfrom the inner and outer expansionsby asymp, ,
(1 - e
- •o)) (29) totic matching [Murdock, 1991].
cosh 7 o
Because the inner and outer approximations are not valid
for all time, they are used to replace the exact solution for
,
---(1-- e-•ty•+•'•)
further analysis. The uniform approximation is generally
COS T n
more complicatedthan either the outer or the inner approximation but can be used to replace the exact solution for
n> 0
(30)
numerical investigation.
The leading order approximation for the vertical velocity at
the surface can also be obtained from the boundary condi-

Vz=-2trR
f•Jo(yr)Jl(yR)
•] Un(y,
z,r)dy
Vr
=2trR
••yJl(yr)Jl(yR)
•] to,•(y,
z,r)dy
vo(y
z r)=•to(y
) •/osinh
(•/oZ) _•(y2•
vn(y
z,r) --•n(Y)
7nsin
(7nZ)

tion (16) as

Approximate Solution on the Small Time Scale
The inner approximation up to O(rr) can be obtainedfrom
(14)-(17) by looking for a solution of the form

Vz(r,
1,r)=-H(R
- r)+2R
••Jo(yr)Jl(yR)

st= rru(r, z, r) + O(• 2)
Ot.O
n

ßE Or(y'1,r)dy

(31)

n=0

Vertically Averaged Increase of Hydraulic Head

The increaseof hydraulic head that is actually measuredin
an observationwell perforated for elevationsin the interval
Zl < z < z2 (Figure 1) is the average of (20) over vertical
distance and is thus given by the formula

u = O(1)

(38)

with u(r, z, r) to be determined. The choice of s = O(rr) is
necessary so that the nonhomogeneousterm in (16) remains
in the equationin the limit rr--> 0. The spatialderivative term
in the equation is thus small, with the consequencethat this
boundary condition can be integrated in time to yield

u(r, 1, r) = rH(R - r)

(39)

From this analysis it is clear that at the beginning of the
water recharge process, virtually all of the added water
serves to produce a mound, and very little creates a down-

(S)z,,z2-(Z
2--Zl)
-1•z[2
s(r,
Z,r)dz (32)

ward flow of water.

!

By interchange of the limits of integration in the double
integral defined by substitution of (20) into (32), one can
obtain the average value as

The function u(r, z, r) can be obtained directly from
(14)-(17), with (39) replacing (16); however, it is easier to

obtaintheinnerapproximation
st by asymptotic
expansion
of (20) as rr--> 0. The result is

=
dy
s
t
rrRr
Jø(Yr)J•(YR)
cosh
y
•
cosh
yz
(s)z•,z
2=2rrR••
Jo(yr)J•(yR)
• (•On(y,
r))dy (33)
n=0

where

- trR

2

(Wo(y,r)) = ½o(Y)(Xo(Y))(1
- e-r(y2-•o))

Jo(yr)J•(yR)F(y,

z) dy

(34)

2

(O•n(y,
r)) = •bn(Y)(Xn(Y))(1
- e-r(y2+•'n)) (35)
()Co(Y)) =

()Cn(Y)) =

sinh (3/oZ2) - sinh (3/oZl)

7o(Z2- z!) cosh 70

sin ('YnZ2)- sin ('YnZl)
3/n(Z2- Zl) COS3/n

- 2rrR•
(36)

q-O(tr2)
n>0

(37)

(--1)nCn
COS
(CnZ)An(r
, r)

n=l

where

(40)
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tanh y cosh y z - z sinh y z

F( y, z)=

(41)

2y cosh y

An(r,
r)=f•Jo(yr)Jl(yR)e
-•(c•
+y•)• +y•)•dy
(Cn

1623

needed. The uniform approximation is a combination of the
inner and outer approximations constructed so that it reduces to the inner approximation for r = O(1) and to the
outer approximation for t -- O(1) and is also valid for
intermediate times. The uniform approximation is obtained
using the method of matched asymptotic expansions, as
describedby Murdock [1991]. The result is

(42)
n>0

st/= sø- 20-R•

(-1)ncn
cos(CnZ)An(r
, •')+ 0(0'2)

n=l

Details of the computationare available from the authors.

(47)

withthe errorO(0-2)for all time.
Approximate Solution on the Large Time Scale
Since 0- is a small parameter, the outer approximationup
to O(1) can be obtained by setting 0- = 0 in (10)-(13) and
solvingthe resultingproblem. Since the problem so obtained
is the incompressiblecase, the result is that first demonstrated by Dagan [1967] using Green's functions:

sl=0 • D(r, z, t) = R

Jo(yr)Jl(yR)

ß(1 - e-tytanh
y)

cosh yz

y sinh y

dy

(43)

This solution can also be obtained by applying a Hankel
transform, solving the resulting boundary value problem,
and inverting the Hankel transform.
For the compressiblecase the outer solution can be
approximatedby an asymptoticseriesin powersof 0-,with D
as the leadingorder term. Up to O(0-), the outer approxima-

5.

LONG-TIME(t --• oo)ANALYSISOF THE SOLUTION

Typical parameter values for shallow sand and gravel

aquifersareb = 10 m, K v = 10 m/d,andSy = 0.1, giving
a large time scale t t of the order of 0.1 days.
Any study of the movement of groundwater over long
rechargeperiods (t -> 1 day) will benefit from knowledgeof
the limiting behavior of the solutionto the linearized problem as t --> oo.This long-time behavior can be elucidated for
both the incompressibleand compressible cases using Laplace's method for the asymptotic expansion of integrals
with a large parameter [Bender and Orszag, 1978]. The
principal computationalresult is that the long-time behavior
of an integral of the form

B(r, z, t, R) =

•(y, r, z, R)e -ty tanh
y dy

(48)

where • has a power series expansion of the form

tion is of the form

sø= D(r, z, t) + 0-•(r, z, t) + 0(0-2)

(44)
2n+

where • is to be determined. The easiestway to obtain • is by
expandingthe exact solution(20) in powersof 0-with t fixed.
The result is

X(y, r, z, R)= E kn(r'z, R)y

1

no _>O

n=no

is given by
no!

• = -•

Jo(yr)Jl(yR)&(y,
z, t) dy

B= 2 t • nøkn
(r,z R)+O(t-2 o) (49)

(45)

provided r, R = O(1).

where

&(y, z, t) = e-tYtanh
y [(t + 1) tanhy
+ ty sech2 y - z tanhyz]

Incompressible Case
cosh yz
y cosh y

(46)

Note that & is always positive since the singlenegative term
in the square brackets is always smaller than the first
positive term, confirmingthat compressibilityhas the effect
of decreasingthe mound growth. Since this effect appearsin
the 0(0-) perturbation, it will be small on the large time
scale.

The solution for the hydraulic head when 0- = 0 is given by
Dagan's formula (43). Although it is not possibleto simplify
this formula as t --> •, it is possibleto obtain a simple result
for the long-time behavior of s by examining the time
derivative of Dagan's formula. From (43) and (49) comes the
result

Os

R2

--

Ot

= • + O(t-2)
o'=0

4t

r, R = O(1)

(50)

Integration of this result yields
Uniform Approximation to 0(0-)

R2
s = •4 In (t/to)+ O(t-•)
r, R = O(1) (51)
The approximation(40) is a valid approximationwhen t O(ts), while the approximation(44) is a valid approximation
when t = O(tl). To show the continuousdependenceof the where to is an integrationconstantthat dependson r and z
solution on time, a uniform approximation to the solution is and can be approximated numerically.
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From (43) and (49) the vertical and radial velocities are
approximated by

....Or

+ O(1)

Jl(yr)Jl(yR)e-tytanhy

Vzl•=
o= -R flJo(yr)Jl(yR)
sinh
y dy
sinh
yz

(tanhy + y sech2y) coshyz
cosh y

R2z

+•

4t

+ O(t-2)

r, R = O(1)

(52)

with the result

03

cosh yz

Vrl,,
=o=RfiJl(yr)J•(yR)

Or

sinh y

R2r

-•

8t

+ O(t-2)

r, R = O(1)

(53)

R2

t)l• =0=

-H(R- r)+ --4t+ O(t-2) (54)

8t

+ O(t -2)

r, R = O(1)

Combiningthis result with the incompressiblecase(53) gives
the long-time approximation

Note that the vertical velocity has a particularly simple V r -- R
form when z = 1. In this case the long-timeapproximation
is easily obtained from (18), (12), and (50):

Vz(r,1,

R2r

.....

coshyz
•dy-

Jl(yr)J•(yR)

sinh
y

(1 + tr)

R 2r

•-

+ O(t-2)

r,R=O(1)(57)

Dagan's solution thus slightly overestimates the radial ver, R-

O(1)

locityby an amountthatis O(•rt-•) ast --•
Formulas(56) and (57) show the quantitativeeffect of
compressibility
for vei-ylargetimes.Note that the effectof

Effect of Compressibility

compressibility on the hydraulic head does not disappear
with time (as reported for the well problem [Neurnan, 1974]
(44) for the casewhere tr is smallbut not zero, it is sufficient and subsequently corrected [Garnbolati, 1976; Neurnan,
to examine the behavior of the function 3 that is given by
1979])but approaches
a constantmultipleof •r. The effectof
(45)-(46). Any additional compressibility effects will be compressibility,
on velocity does disappearwith time.
much smaller, accordingto (44), and need not be considered.
To obtain an estimate of the effect of compressibility on
the hydraulic head as t --• oo,we note that from (45),
6.
NUMERICAL ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

Tounderstand
thelong-time
behavior
Ofthesolution
so in

3= - -•-+O(1) jo(yr)J•(yR)e-ty
tanh
y
(tanhy + y sech2
y) coshyz
y cosh y
Thus from (49) we obtain the result

g2

3= -•+

4

O(t -•)

r, R=O(1)

(55)

and then (using (51))

The previous sections provide exact and approximate
formulas for the hydraulic head and flow velocities for
incompressibleand compressibleaquifers according to the
linearized theory and neglectingthe effect of the unsaturated
zone above the water table.

The examples and discussionthat follows are motivated
by two goals. The first is to give a description of the
evolutionof the groundwatermound and the velocity profile.
The velocity profile is of particular importance since no
results for the three-dimensional case have been published
previously.
To simplify computations, one would like to use Dagan's
formula to calculate

vertical

and radial velocities.

Thus the

The result is

secondgoal of the discussionis to indicate the effect of
compressibilityon the head and the velocities, since the use
of Dagan's formula is tantamount to neglectingthis effect.
To illustrate the solutions given by these formulas, the
integrals in the formulas were evaluated numerically. The
procedure is not entirely routine, because the integration
interval is infinite and the integrandsinclude two oscillating
factors and have removable singularitiesat y = 0. To avoid

The long-time approximationfor the vertical velocity is thus
given by (52) even for the compressiblecase.
For the effect of compressibility on the radial velocity as
t --• oowe apply (49) to

these difficulties, the routine employed in these computations subdivided the y axis by placing a node at all points
where the integrand vanished owing to the vanishingof an
oscillatory factor, and each integral was evaluated on an
interval [ e, L] rather than the interval [0, oo].The very small
positive number e was chosento avoid removable singularities at y = 0 (if necessary) without introducing significant
error. The number L was chosen to be large enough so that

g2

s=•- [In(t/to)
- tr]+O(t-•)+O(tr
2)

(56)

r, R = O(1)

For the effectof compressibility
on the verticalvelocityas
t --• oowe may apply (49) to -03/Oz, where 3 is given by (45).

---=
Oz

O(t -2)

r, R = O(1)
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Comparison of solutions for hydraulic head s for small

Fig. 4.

times t, with r = 0.5 and z = 0.5.

the neglected interval [L, •] did not make a noticeable
contributionto the integral. Infinite sumswere approximated
by includingenoughterms to justify neglectof the remaining

Comparison of solutions for hydraulic head s for large
times t, with r = 0.5 and z = 0.5.

effective value of •r, even though •r by definition is characteristic of the saturated

zone under the water table.

The range of •r values can be even wider in the case of
terms, and the implicitly defined functions 7n(Y) were areal recharge sourcesthat create vast zones of trapped air
approximated using Newton's method. Programs in FORand unsaturated flow. We will use •r = 0.1 as an example
TRAN
are available from the authors.
correspondingto the upper range of •r values. Note that
All numericalexamplesuse b - 10 m, Kv - 10 m/d, and predictive applicationsof formulas derived above must use
$y - 0.1; a valueof t -- 1 thencorresponds
to thephysical field data only for estimation of •r.
time t - 0.1 days.
The ratio of source radius to saturated aquifer thickness
Hydraulic Head
(R) typically rangesfrom 0 to 10. For example, an isotropic
sand and gravel aquifer 10 m thick with a center pivot
Figures 2-4 show a comparison of the various solutions
irrigation systemwith 100-mradiusgivesR - 10. Numerical and approximationsfor the hydraulic head at a typical point
examples presented here take R - 1 as a convenient value beneath the recharge area (r = 0.5, z = 0.5). Note that the
for illustration.
incompressiblesolution may be considered as an approxiAnalysis of many pumping tests in different formations mation to the exact solutionfor the compressiblecase.
reported by Neurnan [ 1979]yield values of (r that range from
For small times (Figure 2) the uniform approximation is
0.001 to 0.01 and more. Larger values such as (r - 0.2 were just distinguishablefrom the exact solution. The absolute
obtained from sand tank experiments [Neurnan, 1981]. differenceis small becauseinsufficienttime has elapsedfor a
These values are much larger than values calculatedfrom the significantincreasein the hydraulic head, and both solutions
physicaldefinitionof the elastic storagecoefficient$s. An start with a head increase of zero. The inner approximation
explanation was given by Brutsaert and EI-Kadi [ 1984], who gives a good representation of the solution up to the time
analyzed the relative importance of compressibility and 0.05 (correspondingto v = 0.5) but begins to diverge after
partial saturation in unconfinedgroundwater flow and came that. Dagan's formula shows the correct trend in a qualitato a quantitative conclusion about the role of (r. In many tive sense, but without quantitative accuracy. The outer
situations,flow processesin the unsaturatedzone above the approximation is actually negative and therefore meaningwater table can be accounted for by employing a high less. (Since the outer approximation is obtained under the
assumptionthat t = O(1), there is no reason to expect it to
be valid near t = 0.)
For intermediate times (Figure 3) the uniform and outer
0.60
approximations are indistinguishablefrom the exact solu--o'=0
/

Outer
(o'
.=0.
o.4o
$

tion. Note that the difference

//

Inner
(?=0.!1•I
'
/////

Uniform.((t:
Exact

1)

between

the uniform

and outer

approximationsis given by the exponentially decaying term
of the inner solution(40), which is virtually 0 even for v = 1.
Dagan's formula overestimates the hydraulic head by an
amount that is growing only slowly with time and appearsto

be approaching
a constantdeviation(-trR2/4 ,= 0.25), in

0.20
0.00

I

0.1

Fig. 3.

'"'...,•
i

I

I

I

I

I

accordance with the analysis of (56).
For large times (Figure 4) the trends established in the
intermediate range are continued, with the deviation of
Dagan's formula from the correct solution approximately

I

1

Comparisonof solutionsfor hydraulic head s for moderate
times t, with r = 0.5 and z = 0.5.

constant.

The vertically averaged hydraulic head is illustrated in
Figure 5 at various radii. The graph shows the approach of
the deviation of Dagan's formula from the compressible
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of time t.

solution to a constant as t increases, and it shows the
approach to a logarithmic increase with time for t > 1.
Figure 6 shows how the variation of hydraulic head with
depth at the center of the recharge area changeswith time.
As the flow evolves, vertical gradients in head increase,
leading to larger downward velocity.
The effect of compressibility increases with t and decreaseswith r and z. The increase in the effect of compressibility with r is immediately obvious from the observation
that the integrand of the function • (45) achieves its maximum magnitude at r = 0 for any value of y. The decreaseof
compressibility effect with z diminisheswith time, while the
overall effect of compressibility reaches a limiting value as
time increases (Figure 7 and (56)). The reason for this
behavior is clear from the asymptotic results. The inner
approximation (40) consistsof three terms. The first of these
correspondsto Dagan's solution on the small time scale. The
other two terms give the effect of compressibility. Of these,
the third term decaysrapidly, so that the principal small-time
effect of compressibility is given by the second term. This
function vanishes when z = 1, so that the effect of compressibility is small near the water table. As time increasesto
large values, the difference between the hydraulic head in
compressible and incompressible aquifers is seen to ap-

0.20

0.40

0.60

0.80

1.00

Correction (due to compressibility)to the incompressible
hydraulic head as a function of depth z, with r = 0.

solution the term correspondingto Dagan's solution is just
one of three leadingorder terms. There is no reasonto expect
the behavior of the compressiblesolutionto resemblethat of
the incompressiblesolutionvery closelyfor smalltimes. However, as time increases,the term correspondingto Dagan's
solutionincreases,the secondterm in the inner approximation
remainsO(rr), and the third term decaysrapidly to 0. In the
outerapproximation,Dagan'ssolutionis the only leadingorder
term, so that for rr sufficiently small we may regard Dagan's
solutionas being exactly correct on the large time scale.
Figure 8 showsthe variation of hydraulic head with radius
at the water table, with z = 1. Since the hydraulic head at
the water table represents the change in water table elevation due to recharge, this figure illustrates the evolution of
the groundwater mound causedby recharge. For small times
the groundwatermound is essentiallya step function, with a
uniform rise in head under the recharge area. This behavior
was predicted by the boundary condition (16) at the surface
on the small time scale. Since the head is O(rr), the boundary
condition says that in the initial stage of recharge, virtually
all of the water added to the systemgoesinto the building of
the mound (the time derivative term) rather than into the
developmentof downward flow (the spatialderivative term).
As time increases,the shapeof the mound becomessmooth.

proachthe constant
value- rrR2/4.
Dagan's solution clearly gives a better approximation to
the compressiblesolutionfor large times than for smalltimes
under most circumstances, as seen from examination of the

inner and outer approximations (40) and (44). In the inner

1.00 O':0.1
o'=0

Vertical Velocity
Figures 9-12 show the radial distribution of downward
velocity for different times (t = 0.01, 0.1, 1.0, and 10.0,
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Fig. 8. Variation of hydraulic head s with radius r at various
times, with z = 1.
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Variation of downward velocity -V z with radius r at
various depths z, with t = 0.01.

respectively). Each graph showsthe vertical velocity at the
depths given by z = 0.95, z = 0.75, and z = 0.5. The
vertical velocity at the bottom of the aquifer is zero. The
vertical velocity is not a monotonic function of radius.
Because there is no recharge outside of the circle r = R,
water which enters the aquifer near the edge of the recharge
area can move outward as well as downward; hence the
downward velocity near the water table is greatest at the
edge of the recharge area. The downward flow of water near

r = R creates a regionjust outside the rechargearea where
the head increaseswith increasing depth, creating the upward flow of water

0.00
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1.00

1.50

2.00

2.50

3.00

Fig. 11. Variation of downwardve•ucity -V z with radius r at
various depths z, with t = 1.0.

time. The third term of the inner solution (43), which is the
largestterm for •near zero, becomessmall even for • = 1, so
that its effect is rapidly lost. For large times (t >> 1) the
error in Dagan's formula is essentially zero, as (52) representsan excellent approximation to the vertical velocity for
the compressiblecase as well as the incompressiblecase.
Thus Dagan's formula may be safely used for t > 1.
Moreover, it can be used to provide velocity estimates for

particle tracking methods since the absolute error of time
integrals of vertical velocity becomes stabilized after intermediate

times.

seen for r > R. This effect diminishes

with depth and diminishesalso with time. Eventually, for
t >> 1, the profile becomes a monotonic function of the
radius r at any depth. Figure 13 shows the downward
velocity at the water table, which approachesa stepfunction

Radial Velocity

Figures 14-16 show the evolution of the radial distribution
of radial velocity at the depthsgiven by z = 0.95, 0.75, and
0, respectively. Note that at any depth the radial velocity
as time increases, in accordance with (54).
For small times (t << 1) the differencebetween compress- shows an absolute maximum at the edge of the recharge
ible and incompressibleaquifers is significant. Figure 9 area. The gradient of the radial velocity is large near the
showsthat compressibilitycausesan increasein downward water table but diminisheswith depth. Indeed, the radial
velocity in the earliest stage of recharge. The effect of velocity at the water table below the edge of the recharge
compressibilityis to retard the propagation of spatial hy- area cannot be computed because the integral for radial
draulic head differencesfrom the sourceof the perturbation velocity diverges at r = R. The graphs also show that the
down the aquifer. This gives a larger vertical gradient of effect of compressibility on the radial velocity is always
hydraulic head than in the incompressiblecase. Thus for small near the water table and is small at all depths for large
small times, Dagan's formula is adequate for the vertical times.
The effect of compressibility on the radial velocity is
velocity near the bottom of the aquifer but gives a result
which is much too low for the downward velocity near the rather small, so that with the exception of the point r = R,
z = 1, where Dagan's formula cannot be used, the use of
water table.
The error in Dagan's solution diminishes rapidly with Dagan'sformula for the compressiblecaseis justified. In the
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Importance of •r and R
For all quantities of interest the error in Dagan's formula
as an estimate of the solution for the compressiblecase is
proportional to or.Thus for aquifers where cris less than 0.1,
the value used for all illustrations, the error in Dagan's
formula is reduced accordingly.
It is interesting to note that all estimates of the effect of

compressibility
for largetimesare proportional
to (err2).
1.25

2.00

2.50

3.00

Fig. 15. Variation ofradial velocity V r with radiusr at z = 0.75 at

of radius r at various times t.

upper levels of the aquifer, Dagan's formula gives good
results for the radial velocity even for small times. At the
bottom of the aquifer, Dagan's formula gives a larger radial
velocity for small times. This effect occursbecausechanges
in the hydraulic head propagate toward the bottom of the
aquifer at a slowerrate for the compressiblecasethan for the
incompressiblecase.
The error in using Dagan's formula for the radial velocity
will not be important in problems of contaminanttransport.
Contaminants that are present near the water table at the
beginningof the recharge (at time r = 0) will not reach the
lower levels of the aquifer until the time is large enoughfor
Dagan's formula to give an accurate estimate for the radial
velocity near the bottom.
The overall direction of groundwater flow is apparent by
comparison of the illustrations of the vertical and radial
velocities. For the portion of the aquifer that is well within
the rechargearea (r < R, r % R), the radial velocity is small
and the flow is primarily downward. For the portion of the
aquifer that is well outside the recharge area the vertical
velocity is small and the flow is primarily outward.

1.50

times t.

Since R is the ratio of the recharge radius to the aquifer
depth, we conclude that for a given recharge area the effect
of compressibilityis lessfor a deep aquifer, which will have
a small value of R, than for a shallow aquifer. Thus Dagan's
formula makes a smaller absolute error for a deep aquifer
than for a shallow aquifer.

7.

CONCLUSIONS

In contrast with most previous works on transient groundwater flow in an unconfinedaquifer under uniform recharge,
compressibilityof the aquifer has been taken into account
analytically. The solution obtained from this analysis generalizes Dagan's [1967] solutionfor the hydraulic head, which
was derived by neglectingthe compressibility.
By treating the compressibilityor,the ratio of storativity to
specific yield, as a small parameter, further analysis of the
solutionfor the hydraulichead in a compressibleaquifer was
performed by asymptotic methods, resulting in approximations to the exact solutions for head, vertical velocity, and
radial velocity on small and large time scalesand also in the
limit of very large time.
It was found that Dagan's solutionfor the hydraulic head
always overpredicts the growth of the groundwater mound.
For large times the error in Dagan's formula does not depend
on the location of the observationpoint or on the time and is

equalto the constantvalue-err 2/4.
For small times (t < tt, where tt is of the order of 1-10
hours) the profile of the vertical velocity at any depth z > 0
demonstratesthat beyond the edge of the recharge area the
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flow of water is directed upward rather than downward.
During this early period the compressibility of an aquifer
may have a significant influence on hydraulic heads, water
table shape, and velocities.

After F = tt the verticalvelocitygraduallybecomes
a
monotonic function of the radius r; in particular, the vertical
velocity near the water table approaches a step function.
Nonsteady components of the vertical and radial velocities
show a decrease inversely proportional to time. The effect of
compressibilityon the velocities decreasesafter t = t t. For
large times (t >> tt) the error in the radial velocity causedby
neglecting compressibility is inversely proportional to t,
while the error for vertical velocity is inversely proportional
to •.
Thus application of Dagan's formula to approximate flow
in a compressible aquifer provides a very reasonable approximation for t > tt. For t < t t the relative error in Dagan's
formula can be significantfor an aquifer with tr • 0.1, but the
absolute error is always small. This makes Dagan's formula
an attractive choice for the calculation of three-dimensional

velocity fields for various particle tracking techniques and
transport problems, where velocities are to be integrated
over times of at least tt.
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cosh (r/z)
p(trr/ sinh r/ + p cosh r/)

r/= •/y2
+p

Inversion of the Laplace transform (59) yields

s*(y, z, r)=

trRJ•(yR)

#(y, z, r)

= •

eP'•(y, z, p) dp

# 2rci
.,y-i•

and inversion of the Hankel transform (58) then yields

s(r,
z,r)=trR
f•Jo(Yr)J•(yR)#(y,
z,r)dy
(60)

To complete the solution, one needs only to compute the
function #( y, z, r). The initial condition (17) yields the result
s*(y, z, 0) - 0, from which we see that #(y, z, 0) - 0.
Hence we may obtain # from the modified equation [Neuman, 1974]

G(p)dp= •
1 f7
+io•
a(Y,
z,r)= •-•
•-i•

APPENDIX: DERIVATION OF THE EXACT SOLUTION

Res{G(p),Pn)
(61)

For any functionf(r, z, r) we definef*(y, z, r) to be the
Hankel transform off, and for any functionf*(y, z, r) we
define f*(y,
z, p) to be the Laplace transform of f*

where

G(p)
=•b[p,
r/(p)] r/ 2=y 2+p
½[r/(P)]

[Sneddon, 1972; Neuman, 1974]'

f*(y,
z,r)=f•Jo(yr)f(r,
z,r)rdr
f(r,
z,r)=f•Jo(yr)f*(y,
z,r)y
dy

qb(p,r/)= (ep*- 1)p-1 cosh(r/z)
(58)

½(r/)= trr/ sinhr/ + (r/2_ y2) coshr/
and Res {G(p), pn} is the residueof G at the pole pn. The
poles of G are the roots of the equation

f-*(y,
z,p)=
f•e-P*f*(y,
z,r)dr

•[r/(p)]
(59)

=
eP*f*(y, z, p) dp
1.,fy
io•
f*(y,z,r) •-•
,/-+i•
Applying Hankel and Laplace transforms to (14)-(17) yields
the boundary value problem

(62)

since the function •b has only a removable singularity. It is
known [Neuman, 1974] that (62) has one real root and an
infinite number of imaginary roots:

r/o = Yo(Y), and r/n = iyn(Y)

n = 1, 2,...

(63)

where the real functions 'Ynare given implicitly by

02•,

Oz2

=0

(y2 + p)g-.= 0

try,o sinh•'o- (y2_ To
2)coshTo= 0

0 < •'o< Y

2) COS
tYTnsinTn+ (y2 + Tn
Tn= 0
(y, 0, p) =0

(n - 1/2)•r < 'Yn< nrr
Og*
Oz

(y, 1, p) + tr-lpg*(y, 1, p)=

RJ•(yR)
yp

The calculation of residuescan be performed by [Churchill
and Brown, 1984]

The solution of this problem is
g* =
where

trRJi(yR)

n> 0

- 2r/nqb(P
d• r/n)
qb[p,
r/(p)]
} qb[Pn,
r/(Pn)]

Res •[r/(p)], Pn= d•
O(y, z, p)

dp
Hence

[ r/ ( P n)]

dr/

( r/ n)
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r/n4>(Pn, r/n)

g(y,z, r)=2 Z ton(y,
z, r), ton=
n=0

dr/

('r]n)
(64)

With

e p"r--

1

qb(Pn, tin)=

cash (rt .z)
Pn

2

Y

2

cash (rt .z)

-r/n

(r/n)=r/•-l[r/n2(1
+o')+y2-o'-l(y2-r/n2)
2]cashr/n
and r/• given by (63), the final result (20) is given by (60) and
(64).
NOTATION

b
D(r, z, t)

H
I
J0
J1
Kh
Kv
r, ?
R, R

s, •-

(s)

initial saturated thickness of the aquifer.
Dagan's solution for s for an incompressible
aquifer.
unit step function.
net specific recharge at the water table.
Bessel function of the first kind of order 0.
Bessel function of the first kind of order 1.
horizontal hydraulic conductivity.
vertical hydraulic conductivity.
dimensionless and dimensional radius.
dimensionless and dimensional radius of
recharge area.
dimensionless and dimensional increase of
hydraulic head over its initial value.
vertical average of s from z = 0 to z = 1.

(S)zl,Z2verticalaverage
of s fromZl to z2.
s• inner(smalltime)approximation
to s for small
0'.

so outer(largetime)approximation
to s for small
0'.

sv uniformapproximation
to s for small
Ss specific (elastic) storage.

Sy specificyield.
t

dimensionless time on the large time scale.

t

dimensional

time.

t l large time scale.
t s small time scale.
Vr dimensionlessradial velocity.
V z dimensionlessvertical velocity.
z, g

dimensionless and dimensional distance from
the bottom of the aquifer.
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